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In Brazilian universities the term popular music usually brings to mind various
genres of music, ranging from jazz and rock to a vast array of Brazilian styles.
All of these coexist peacefully in classes, but when teaching hand technique
to drumset and percussion students, a major challenge arises: how do we
deal with the different ways to interpret 16th notes? To learn the basics of
percussion, we aim to find a perfect balance between our hands, to play solid
beats and maintain our dynamics and note placement as steady as possible.
In order to do that, there are practices well known by percussionists, such as
the study of solos and exercises called rudiments. However, at the same time
that students are required to develop the skills mentioned above, there are
Brazilian rhythms such as samba, baião and maracatu, in which the technique
demands other types of competences. They are all based on 16th note
patterns, with characteristic variations on note placement and lots of
variations on dynamics. The hands should not play with the same balance
and “perfect” is definitely not the goal. This session will demonstrate this
matter and discuss other issues about drumset teaching within higher
education in Brazil, including experiences with distance education. Equipment
needed: data show projector and a drumset.
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